
 

DOFUS Touch: Major Update 
  

Today, Ankama is releasing DOFUS Touch's first update : deeply revised, 
the welcoming area  for new players now gives  more keys  for the next part of the 

adventure with the "Incarnam Lairs". 

  

Roubaix, France - JULY 10th, 2017 - Incarnam Lairs gave their name to the first update to DOFUS 
Touch, which is the free version of DOFUS, Ankama's flagship MMORPG, for mobile devices. 

  

 

  

The Incarnam area, where players start their adventures, has been divided into five sub-areas, which 
correspond to five groups of ten levels each, going progressively from 1 to 50. Discover the new 
map: 



 

  

Each one has its own family of monsters and its own "lair" at the corresponding level. Lairs are 
thematic mini-dungeons of increasing difficulty which let players explore, step by step, the different 
indispensable combat techniques of DOFUS Touch, and to unlock equipment. 

  

 

  

Other than their obvious interest for beginning players, this update will also allow us to test the 
idea of lairs as extra content, which could eventually be expanded to other areas in the game. 



 

Lair exterior 

 

Lair interior 

  

  

Download the DOFUS TOUCH PRESS KIT 

  

DOWNLOAD DOFUS TOUCH FOR IOS 

DOWNLOAD DOFUS TOUCH FOR ANDROID 

  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/7tzkrhhhmwkexzv/Presskit_DOFUSTOUCH_EN.7z?dl=0
https://itunes.apple.com/fr/app/dofus-touch/id1041406978
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.ankama.dofustouch


 
DOFUS TOUCH : http://www.dofus-touch.com  

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER   : 

  

https://twitter.com/AnkamaPress 

About the Ankama group 
Ankama is an independent company which creates, publishes and distributes works of entertainment worldwide. From video games to board games, 

from animations to mangas, it controls the production chain of its creations from A to Z. Known for its MMORPGs and the animated series DOFUS 

and WAKFU, part of a vast universe called the Krosmoz, it achieved its first full-length feature film in 2016, DOFUS – Book I: Julith.  Among the 

many strings of its bow: the board game Krosmaster Arena, its figurines and its online version; the video games Tactile Wars, King Tongue, and 

DOFUS Pogo, on smartphone and tablet; but also mangas and comics such as Mutafukaz, Maliki, City Hall, Radiant, and Freaks' Squeele. Indeed, 

since 2004, following the principles of transmedia, the Ankama teams have been creating universes developed through several stories and in several 
formats, thereby offering their communities of players, readers and spectators a full and immersive narrative experience across all popular platforms. 

At Ankama, every story is unique, but they are all interconnected. 
To get an idea of what's going on at Ankama, you should take a look at: DOFUS Touch, tablet and smartphone version of DOFUS, released in late 

2016; Krosmaga, a collectible card game mixing combat and strategy, planned for the first half of 2017; and the animated series WAKFU, whose fans 

will be presented with a third season in late 2017. 
http://www.ankama.com/  
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